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Gaston Louis Alfred Leroux (6 May 1868[1] – 15 April 1927) was a French journalist and author of detective fiction.In the Englishspeaking world, he is best known for writing the novel The Phantom of the Opera (Le Fantôme de l'Opéra, 1911), which has been
made into several film and stage productions of the same name, notably the 1925 film starring Lon Chaney; and Andrew Lloyd
Webber's 1986 musical.-wikipedia
The Late Roman fort at Yotvata is located in the southern Arava some 40 km north of Eilat/Aqaba (ancient Aila). The modern
Hebrew name of the site is based on its suggested identification with biblical Jotbathah (Deut 10:7), where the Israelites encamped
during their desert wanderings. The modern Arabic name of the site, Ein Ghadian, may preserve the ancient Roman name Ad
Dianam. Because the Late Roman fort at Yotvata is visible as a low mound next to the Arava road, it has long been known to
scholars. Each June between 2003 and 2007, Gwyn Davies (Florida International University) and Jodi Magness (University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill) co-directed excavations here. This volume provides the results of those excavations, adding
substantially to our knowledge of Roman defenses in the third and fourth centuries of the Common Era, along the trade route that
traversed the southern Arava and on the eastern frontier of the Empire.
The Byzantine Empire lasted for almost a thousand years after the fall of the Roman Empire in the West. The period covered by
this catalogue is from the reign of Anastasius I (491518) until the capture of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453. When this
catalogue was first published in 1974 it was hailed as containing more information in a concise form than any other single volume
on the Byzantine series.
As Grand Chancellor to the Holy Roman Emperor, Mercurino di Gattinara (1465–1530) shaped the administration and aims of the
Spanish Empire. Ard Boone situates Gattinara at the heart of Renaissance politics and propaganda and provides the first English
translation of his autobiography in full.

This book is comprised of a series of essays on some of the artist's best-known works. The general theme is the central
influence which the classical tradition had on Caravaggio's language of form and gestures and the expressive
physiognomic characterisation of his figures. The author identifies various antique statuses and reliefs which were
available to the artist in contemporary collections and discusses the ancient Greek and Latin texts and humanistic
writings relevant to an iconological understanding of Caravaggio's imagery. All this is in Caravaggio's anti-classicism and
his contempt for antique masterpieces allegedly expressed in his down-to-earth realism.
Winner of the Professional/Scholarly Publishing Award in Economics from the Association of American Publishers Within
a few months of assuming the position of curator of medieval coins at the American Numismatic Society in 1980, Alan M.
Stahl was presented with a plastic bag containing a hoard of 5,000 recently discovered coins, most of which turned out to
be from medieval Venice. The course of study of that hoard (and a later one containing more than 14,000 coins) led him
to the Venetian archives, where he examined thousands of unpublished manuscripts. To provide an even more accurate
account of how the Zecca mint operated in Venice in the thirteenth through fifteenth centuries, Stahl commissioned
scientific analyses of the coins using a variety of modern techniques, uncovering information about their content and how
they had been manufactured. The resulting book, Zecca: The Mint of Venice in the Middle Ages, is the first to examine
the workings of a premodern mint using extensive research in original documents as well as detailed study of the coins
themselves. The first of the book's three sections traces the coinage of Venice from its origins in the ninth century as a
minor, and unofficial, regional Italian coinage to its position at the dawn of the Renaissance as the dominant currency of
Mediterranean trade. The second section, entitled "The Mint in the Life of Medieval Venice," illustrates the mechanisms
of the control of bullion and the strategies for mint profit and explores the mint's role in Venetian trade and the emergence
of a bureaucratized government. The third section, "Within the Mint," examines the physical operations that transformed
raw bullion into coins and identifies the personnel of the mint, situating the holders of each position in the context of their
social and professional backgrounds. Illustrated with photos of Venetian coinage from the world's major collections,
Zecca also includes a listing of all holders of offices related to the medieval Venetian mint and summaries of all major
finds of medieval Venetian coins.
The original edition of Sear's Roman Coins and Their Values was published by Seaby thirty-six years ago and has been
through four revisions (1970, 1974, 1981 and 1988). However, the publication of the 'Millennium Edition' of this popular
work makes a radical departure from previous editions.
"60,000 actual-size illustrations"--Cover.
This volume, edited by Natasha Constantinidou and Han Lamers, investigates modes of receiving and responding to
Greeks, Greece, and Greek in early modern Europe (15th-17th centuries). The book's 17 detailed studies illuminate the
reception of Greek culture (the classical, Byzantine, and even post-Byzantine traditions), the Greek language (ancient,
vernacular, and 'humanist'), as well as the people claiming, or being assigned, Greek identities during this period in
different geographical and cultural contexts. 0Discussing subjects as diverse as, for example, Greek studies and the
Reformation, artistic interchange between Greek East and Latin West, networks of communication in the Greek diaspora,
and the ramifications of Greek antiquarianism, the book aims at encouraging a more concerted debate about the role of
Hellenism in early modern Europe that goes beyond disciplinary boundaries, and opening ways towards a more overarching understanding of this multifaceted cultural phenomenon. 0.
Catalogue to accompany an exhibition to be held at the Royal Academy of Arts, London, 27 October 1994-22 January
1995 and afterwards in New York
* An exhaustive appraisal of the Rolex watch, including studies of vintage models, current designs and special editions*
Learn how to spot fakes using the same clues as the experts* Invaluable to any watch-lover, especially aspiring Rolex
collectorsHorological trends flit by faster than ever in today's fast-paced society. But Rolex does not rely on gimmicks;
theirs is a more perennial allure, with a reputation built on traditions and hard-earned skill. A company that innovates
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while paying homage to their roots, every Rolex is the cumulation of centuries of watchmaking expertise. Within this book
you will find explanations of the making process, descriptions of the materials involved and expert commentary on what
makes each Rolex wristwatch unique. The Book of Rolex demonstrates how each model fits its social milieu, present and
past. It also addresses the multitude of fakes on the market, including the so-called 'Frankensteins' - watches made from
a mixture of real parts and forgeries, which are notoriously hard to spot - imparting all the skills needed to pick
counterfeits out of a line-up. A holistic view of Rolex watches, this book promises to be as timeless as the brand itself.
Should you be considering a Rolex, this book will convince you of its worth as an investment.
"Wildly entertaining... A brilliant resource." - Books and Publishing Crammed full of examples from Andy and Terry's
bestselling books, Once upon a Slime is designed to inspire you to have as much fun playing with ideas, words and
drawings as Andy and Terry do when they get together to create their crazy cartoons, ridiculous rhymes, silly stories,
comic novels and stupid guide books. Is this the right book for you? Take the SLIME TEST and find out. - Have you ever
wondered where ideas come from and how stories are made? - Would you like to know the true stories behind some of
Andy and Terry's books and characters? - Would you like to discover 45 great ways to have fun with words and pictures?
SCORE: If you answered YES to any of these questions, then this is definitely the right book for you! If you answered NO
to all of these questions then you are an IDIOT and this is DEFINITELY the right book for you!
The 1998 Revision includes changes and corrections authorized by the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR
since 1988, including amendments authorized through 1997.
Catalogo Alfa delle monete antiche romane. ImperoCatalogo Alfa delle monete antiche. Magna GreciaCatalogo alfa delle
monete antiche Romane ImperoDa Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus a Caesar vespasianus Augustus 79 D.C.Alfa
EdizioniCatalogo alfa delle monete antiche Romane Repubblica e anonimeCatalogo Alfa delle monete antiche romane.
ImperoZeccaThe Mint of Venice in the Middle AgesJHU Press
A new title in the successful Lives of the Artists series, which offers illuminating, and often intimate, accounts of iconic
artists as viewed by their contemporaries. The most notorious Italian painter of his day, Michelangelo Merisi da
Caravaggio (1571–1610) forever altered the course of Western painting with his artistic ingenuity and audacity. This
volume presents the most important early biographies of his life: an account by his doctor, Giulio Mancini; another by one
of his artistic rivals, Giovanni Baglione; and a later profile by Giovanni Pietro Bellori that demonstrates how Caravaggio’s
impact was felt in seventeenth-century Italy. Together, these accounts have provided almost everything that is known of
this enigmatic figure.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
A man consumed by a meaningless life is going to do something he's never considered doing before. He's going to enjoy the
day... For hyper-particular publishing heir Jonathan Grief, the day starts like any other--with a strict morning fitness regimen that'll
keep his divorced, easily irritated, cynical, forty-two-year-old self in absolutely flawless physical condition. But all it takes to put a
crimp in his routine is one small annoyance. Someone has left a leather-bound day planner with the handwritten title Your Perfect
Year in his spot on his mountain bike at his fitness course! Determined to discover its owner, Jonathan opens the calendar to find
that someone known only as "H." has filled it in with suggestions, tasks, and affirmative actions for each day. The more he devotes
himself to locating the elusive H., the deeper Jonathan is drawn into someone else's rich and generous narrative--and into an
attitude adjustment he desperately needs. He may have ended up with a perfect year by accident, but it seems fate has set
Jonathan on a path toward healing, feeling, and maybe even loving again...if only he can meet the stranger who's changing his life
one day at a time.
Volume 4 contains a comprehensive listing of the Roman coinage of the period AD 284-337 together with background information
on the history of each reign and the principal characteristics of its coinage.
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